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policyaugust 24, 2005 lowdown: an innovative new series that highlights the bold strokes of today's most respected and
recognized photographers.tiny details, i tell you. not like the sprawling, photographically-informed fashion spreads that
have come to dominate magazines like vogue and w. at last year's cp+cp fashion shows, the cfda made a number of
pronouncements; among them, that there was a shift away from the '"photosque" look of the yesteryear. the collective
aesthetic achievement of this new crop of designers, models, and editors, according to the cfda, was "a more focused
portrayal of the fashion industry," with a clear goal of "transforming the media image of fashion magazines." as you may
have guessed, my interest in all things cp&cp didn't begin with the june shows; i got started back in november when i
came across an article called "the art of the cp+cp show," in the week, by the genial aussie photographer daniella helayel.
helayel discussed the way the cfda curates the cp+cp show and its hand in directing the cp+cp aesthetic. the roster of
cp+cp judges includes tastemakers like italian interior designer giorgio armani, the also-italian ceo of calvin klein jeans,
andrew marc, renowned british photographer nick knight, italian-born editor francesco russo, dessert designer matthew
williamson, and chinese fashion blogger li eren. (who knew that cp+cp themes had such staying power? according to
helayel, the designer who could promise the most varied collection would be the winner.) after i finished the article, i
started thinking. i could spend all day on this topic, but i'd rather consider helayel's premise a bit more: cp+cp's role as a
platform for fashion from all cultures. i talked to helayel about that, too, and he agreed it was an important factor.
(actually, that's what the cp+cp name means: "the brand that is a bridge between cultures," according to helayel.) before
the international press returned from the 2005 show, the editors of the international press could easily get in touch with
the organizers, who'd give them access. it worked as well as it did in 1995; for the next show, i was able to get into the
backstage area as a "subjects only" reporter. one page of my press release was included in the printed program. along the
way, i found that cp+cp had a deep commitment to doing things they thought were important. helayel told me that
"cp+cp likes to make sure that its shows are inclusive to everyone, and its artistic leadership doesn't bow to the ideas of
the fashion world." he said he got that in large part from the "two incredible art directors" he's worked with, marc hofer
and fabrice picart, and i do think you can see something of that energy in the show. but this wasn't just a good idea from a
woman who works with fashion photography.
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